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Dear Educator: 

It is my distinct pleasure to strongly recommend Mr. Tim Kitson for a teaching position. This 
year we have been honored to have Tim serve as my son's intern in English at Haslett High 
School. In this role he has deeply affected my son as a learner and my son's motivation to 
achieve. This connection is particularly important to me as I am a professor in Teacher 
Education at Michigan State University; in this role I regularly observe and teach our student 
teachers. After observing Tim teach, observing his interactions with my son and interacting 
during parent/teacher conferences, Tim has left an extremely strong impression on me as a 
professor and teacher educator. In my 19 years as a professor, Tim is definitely in the top 5% of 
educators with whom I have worked. 

This semester I observed Tim teaching, and have also witnessed informal interactions among 
students and Tim. During the formal observations I was struck in many ways with his 
instructional strategies, content knowledge, high expectations, rigor in planned activities, 
excellent use of instructional time, and fabulous interpersonal skills. For example, I observed 
Tim while he was teaching Great Expectations. He incorporated various strategies: turning to a 
neighbor, quick writing, and a rapid-fire round of sharing in order to encourage participation. 
His excitement about the book was evident as he helped students look closely at the text, clearly 
targeting key excerpts in the book to connect the readers to a character, build deeper 
understandings, and help students learn to look for evidence in text. Every moment of the 
instructional hour was used-sharing, reading, writing, viewing---as the students predicted, used 
text evidence, and shared their growing understanding. Tim's teaching provided him with 
assessment data from each student, encouraged safe participation, and focused on rigorous 
expectations. This kind of teaching cannot happen only on occasion; it was clear that the 
students were used to responding to these high expectations. My son said, "Mr. Kitson really 
helps us like the book. He is so excited that it brings us into the story. He expects a lot from us, 
so we don't let him down." The composite-strong interpersonal skills, strong planning and 
follow-through, strong imagination and initiative-are all skills that I believe are important in 
building a first-class teaching force. In my professional opinion, Tim Kitson embodies these 
distinguished traits. 

Without a doubt I know that Tim Kitson will be an outstanding teacher, one who is able to teach 
in ambitious ways early in his career. I enthusiastically support Tim's candidacy for a teaching 
position in a place where he can thrive and contribute to high quality teaching. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me for more information. 

Best regards, 

<:».». 
Randi N. Stanulis, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor of Teacher Education 
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